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· Enehantment
q-~rf11dJ.'amlftiFally_

Acoma, the sly- city,
above. the· ·
desert as one d1 the tJt1chH attrab't1oris of the state.
With spring br~ak fast approaching and summer mon·
. t·. hs . c.los.e · behi~d, vast ffiPJ.'!Jrll!nlifLif·s? for 'ravel are
. available.for tho$.e interested in seeing the state.
·
Toctay's issue beals with. various. interesting trips for·
the historian, the thrl!Jl§i@tft"Klhfi. Q..4f:;$.t11JpjJrsma_n and
the shutter-bug
tourist.
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Hikers Spr1ng for Hills-at Break
''

Jly Paul Bidwell

To the north near Santa Fe, in
the Sangre. de Cristo Mountains,
midterms have yol,l down, cheer up the Pecos Wilderness, Truchas
because spring break. is only ten Peak area, Wheeler Peak,and Taos
days away and for the enterprising · areas all provide lots of room, little
student the great outdoors can offer noise and for cross-country skiers
a respite from the rat·· race of and snow shoers, snow.
The ~ecos and Wheeler Peak are·
student life.
If thoughts of next week's

designated Wilderness areas. under year, but caution is advised as the
·
the jurisdiction of the National area is very dry.
Forest Service so a use permit for
West of Santa Fe are the Jemez
overnight · stays is needed. Th.e
permits are free and can be picked Mountains and Bandelier National
'up at the Ranger station at the Monument. San Pedro Parks in the
Forest entrance. There is no need .Jemez is a very nice spot but
for a campfire permit this time of requires a Forest Service use

Narrow-Gauge Supplies Rides

Chama
Trains
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permit. Snow shoes or skis are
advised for those who want to get
very far.
Bandelier is in the National Parks
Service system and a use permit is
required for overnighters. There are
some trail shelters in the park and
campfires are allowed but be
careful. .
To the south in the Silver City
·area is the Gila Wilderness. It is
more -remote and harder to get to,
.but ~orth the trip. No permits are
required and you· can forget the
-·----·-· ---.-~...,.,.
· skis.

~

By Lynne Moyer
Chama, located off 1-84 in
northern New Mexico, is the home
of' one of the last narrow-guage
steam engine trains in the United
States.
From June to October every year
for $16 a person, you can take an
all-day train ride through some of
·New Mexico and Colorado's most
beasm · surrounded by dense
evergreen and aspen forests.·
This steam passenger· train
averages · 12 mph .taking approximately eight hours to com•
plete the entire ·64 t:nile ruri from
Chama, N.M. to Antonito, Colo. A
one-hour bus trip is furnished to
take pa'trons back to their cars at
Chama or Antonito, depending on
departure sites.
The Cumbres and Toltec Scenic
railroad was part of a 500-foot line
which connected Denver with
Silverton, Colo. Daily passenger
trains were operated until 1951'
when it" converted to a freight
business which ended in 1969.
Few changes have been maae to
the· railroad since 1930, allowing it
to be considered an authentic
example of mountain railroading ..
Passenger cars date back to the ·
early 1920's, it has a 52 year-old
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steam engine and the track rout~ is
· Closer to home, the Sandia and
the same as the one surveyed in the
Manzano Mountains just east of
1870's.
Albuquerque provide a good time·
The train departs at exactly 8 and
for anyone from day-hiker to
10 a.m., so plan to be on time and
potential hermit.
no matter how warm Albuquerque
is, count on some chilly weather in
As for clothing and supplies, the
J}te unheated, open-air passenger
calendar may say March but up in
cars. Coats and ·warm .shoes or
. the mountains its still :Tanuary at
boots are recommended.. Also,
night.
don't wear anything white, because
Staying warm and dry is the best
soot from the steam engine confavor
you can do for your body.
stantly filters through the air.
Not only will this help you to have a
Once the train begins its journey,
better time, it will probably keep
a mass exodus occurs as passengers
you alive. Try to dress in layers with
are encouraged to travel from one
wool because it is the best insulator
car to another, meeting people,
around. It can provide some
visiting the snack bar car' the openwarmth even when wet, but to
roofed observation car and the·
avoid getting wet some type of rain
caboose.
gear is a good idea. A cheap vinyl
There are three planned, stops
poncho can be bought for as little
during the ride. One is for sightas $2 and does a good job but tears
seeing ·at Cumbres Pass, which
easily. Nylon ponchos can be
.consists of an authentic train
bought for as much as $12. A
station nestled on a wide grassy
windbreaker is a good idea as even
plain.
wool won't keep you warm in high
A lunch-time stop occurs at
winds.
Osier, where passengers may
·purchase a lunch from the snack
Good boots that fit well and are
bar or take their picnic lunches and
comfortable
are a must. Gaiters are
hike down to a secluded mountain
nice
for
the
snow
and cost from $5
stream for a relaxing lunch.·.
· with cameras as the train slowly taken.
to
$15.
A
hat
and sunglasses,
The last scheduled stop gives passes by allowing full-length
Officials do not object if advance especially if you go where there is
passengers a chance to disembark photographs of the train to be plans are made for backpackers to
snow, will come handy.
be let off somewhere along the train
route for a couple of days of backAs for sleeping,' down bags are
packing and camping. Two men on the warmest, but if they gef wet
our ride were dropped off in the they are useless. There are several
lush mountain forest to be picked synthetic fabric bags on the market,
up later in the week on one of the the most common being Dacron
train's scheduled trips back to fiberfill. These bags don't ·absorb
Chama.
moisture like down doe'S but are
as warm. A good down bag
nearly
A spirit of camaraderie develops
can
cost
anywhere from $70 to
after spending eight hours in a
$1~0.
Fiberfill
bags are less exboxcar with 18 persons, viewing the
pensive
at
$50
to
$80.
majestic scenery along th~ route
and sharing the mysterious atSome type of protection under
traction of a steam passenger train.
the sleeping area is needed. With a
So train lovers, leave your toy body in it, a bag compresses_ under
engines at home and plan to climb the weight and insulation is lost
Ensolite pads are the best answer to
aboard the real thing.
the problem and can be bought for
Passenger reservations and in- $~to $14.
formation may J:>e obtained by
calling 505-756-2151, or 303-376A tent is not a necessity,
(Continued on page 9)
5483.
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Pecos Wilderness Trails Still Offer so-litude

Thumbs Up
Conquer
Hi hwa

Texans and Cattle Can Be Avoided
In Out~of-Way Places
By Tim Higgins
By far the most visited of New
Mexico's wilderness areas is the
Pecqs, which is 70 miles northeast
of Albuquerque in the Sangre de .
Cristo Range. The 167 ,000-acre
area features 13,000-foot alpine
peaks, .dense forests, and good
fishing in its lakes and streams.
Large animals include rocky
mountain bighorn sheep, elk, deer,
bears and, because of provisions of
the 1964 Wilderness Act, grazing
cattle.
Environmental damage to some
·of the wilderness' popular campsites by the increasing numbers of
backpackers caused the forest
service last year to close some areas
to camping.
Still, you can avoid the herds of
· cattle and hordes of Texans and
find solitude by venturing away
from the heavily used areas.
Before leaving for the Pecos, you
should stop at a forest service
ranger station to pick up the
required permit, get one of the new
maps which show the good fishing
areas and heavily-used places, and
check on the condition of the roads
you will be using to aJ'proach the
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National Monument Alive
With Prehistoric Traces
By Linda Vozar
There are at least 10 good reasons for visiting
Bandelier National Monument.
But one reason is enough-spring break is close by
and so is Bandelier, just 46 miles west of Santa Fe, a
short and pleasurable jaunt for a day or week-end trip.
Bandelier National Monument is a geological
mixture of tan cliffs, forested mesas and deep gorges.
Here, wild flowers and hummingbirds dot the
beautiful canyon country that contains cliff and open
pueblo ruins of tile late prehistoric past.
With an historical span that you might expect to
find in a movie or history book, Bandelier offers the
visitor thousands of years of beauty, mother nature
and a step back into time.
The monument is named after the Swiss-American
scholar Adolph F.A. Bandelier, who surveyed the
ruins in the region and studied the Pueblo Indians
around Santa Fe.
The most accessible features of the monument can
be reached in an hour's hike through Frijoles Canyon.
Here, abandoned ruins extend across the northern wall
of the canyon for two miles and are visited by a
winding trail that loops around the site.
Another part of the monument worth seeing is the
detached Tsankawi section found 11 miles north of
Frijoles canyon on New Mexico highway four. This is
a large unexcavated·ruin, located on a high mesa that
provides an expansive view of the Rio Grande valley,
the Sangre de Cristo mountains and the Jemez
mountains. A two-mile self-guiding trail leads from
the highway to the ruin, and follows an ancient Indian
'
trail for part of the way.

Other sites at the monument 'include the gorges of
Alamo Canyon; the Painted Cave, the Stone Lion
Shrine, and the White Rock Carlyon of the Rio
Grande. All of these sites are accessible by more than
60 miles of trails on undisturbed wild land.
These trails are well maintained but this country is
rough and rugged; comfortable shoes are a must here.
Park rangers at Bandelier warn that one should be in
good physical condition before attempting a hike. The
trails lead in and out of deep, steep-walled canyons
and the altitude of 7,000 feet might be a burden for
those who are not in good physical shape.
Backpackers can hike two miles south down White
Rock Canyon and set up camp along the Rio Grande,
but a fire permit must be obtalned from the park
ranger at the visitors center. For the less adventurous
camper there is a campground above the canyon with
tent spaces, tables, toilets, fireplaces and water taps.
All objects found at Bandelier must be left in place,
This includes Indian artifacts, rocks, wild flowers, and
trees. Not even a tiny fragment of Indian pottery can
be pocketed. So don't go there with plans of filling
your pockets with precious relics from this prehistoric
culture.
A $1.00 fee is collected at the entrance gate to
Bandelier. It's well worth it. In effect-get there, if
not over spring break then soon into the summer when
temperatures range from the low 50's at night to the
high 80's during the day.
From Albuquerque approach Bandelier .National
Monument through the beautiful Jemez country via
NM 44. From Santa Fe take U.S. 285 north to
Pojoaque, then west on NM 4.

wilderness.
broad canyon of the Pecos River.
You might also get topographic · This area is ·often crowded, as is
maps of the areas you plan to visit, ·Pecos Falls, which is 4 miles up the
even though the maps are out-dated river.
in terms of some of the trails in the
One of the trails from the
Pecos. These maps are available at parking lot leads 9 miles over a
sporting goods stores.
mesa and through dense spruce-fir
· Although the water in the Pecos forest to Pecos Baldy Lake, which
is theoretically pure, you never is in a glacial cirque beneath the
know who's been washing his socks sheer face of East ~ecos Baldy.
upstream, so it's a good iead to
By taking the switchback trail
treat your drinking water with.
disinfectant tablets such as the from the lake to the peak's 12,500halide tablets sold for this purpose foot summit, you m·ay encounter
at drug stores.
the herd of bighorns which
frequents the mountain. The view
From Albuquerque, the closest from the peak includes Trail
place to enter the Pecos Wilderness Rider's Wall, a grassy flat ridge
is the Windsor Trail near the Santa that makes a good approach from
Fe Ski Basin. Enterjng the Pecos Baldy to the highest peaks in
wilderness from this point offers a the wilderness-the Truchas peaks,
safe parking area and the advantage which exceed 13,000 feet.
of travel on paved roads.
Because the four Truchas peaks
From the parking lot, a four-mile are close together on a ridge, they
hike east on the Windsor Trail will all can be climbed on the same day.
take you through stands of aspen Pyramid-shaped South Truchas
and over several streams to Puerto peak overlooks Truchas Lake,
Nambe, a flat meadow that sitS' often used as a base camp by those
11,300 feet high at the base of Santa who climb the peaks.
·
Fe Baldy Peak. The meadow offers
views · of the Jemez Mountains
The Truchas peaks can also be
across the Rio Grande Valley, and approached from the west by
of the Rocky crest of Lake Peak starting near Truchas and hiking up
two miles south.
the Rio Quemado. This approach is
highlighted by Quemado Falls, a
The 12,622-foot crest of Santa Fe wispy cascade of about 100 feet.
Baldy is an easy walk up from The approach is lowlighted by the
Puerto Nambe. The summit offers fact that vehicles left unattended
a striking view of the largest lake in near the quaint little village of
the Pecos-Lake Katherine, an Truchas have been stolen, pushed
iridescent blue gem set in an am- over cliffs, and otherwise vanpitheater of 1000-foot granite cliffs. dalized by fun-loving natives.
You can get to Lake Katherine
The Pecos Wilderness can be
·with· a ·suicidal leap from atOP'"'· approached front the northeast by
Baldy or by taking the well-marked following NM 207 south past El
trail from Puerto Nambe for about Valle until the road ends at a
three miles.
parking area. From there, a six-mile
The round trip between Lake hike leads to the emerald Trampas
Katherine and the ski basin is Lakes, which lie in a spectacular '
popular among Santa Feans as a cirque and offer what may be the
day's fishing trip. The forest service best trout fishing in ·the known
stocks the la~e by dropping trout universe.
from helicopters, and fishing can be
good for those willing to elbow
The places described here are just
their way through the throngs.
a sampling of the Pecos' more
popular sites.
Because Lake Katherine is in a
There are other good places to
cirque at 11,600 feet, it rarely thaws enter the wilderness, and most parts
before June.
of the Pecos are connected by a
Nearby Stewart and Spirit lakes network of well marked trails
can also be reached by trails from anyway.
Puerto Nambe.
All of the peaks in the Pecos can
About 60 per cent of visitors to be safely climbed without ropes or
the Pecos Wilderness enter through technical equipment, a factor which
the town of Cowles which can be combines with the trail system to
reached by taking NM 63 north make the area ideal for inexfrom · Pecos. Once in Cowles, perienced hikers as well as the
continue on the main road to the grizzled Edmund Hillary types.
Jack's Creek Campground parking
Spring is an uncrowded time in
lot, where a sign marks the trail the wilderness, but hikers should
head.
remember that weather can remain
Beatty's Cabin, which is an easy severe and snowshoes are usually
hike from the parking lot, is in the needed before May.
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Charter to Europe

2 to 9 weeks · From $379
2 weeks guided European Tour
Inclusive $560 plus flight
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Finally, you are standing beneath
the rock looking at the sky through
the mouth of the canyon. The rock
is about 75 feet high but it seems to
soar to eternity.
There is a pool of water at the
center of the ground. A bug that
resembles a spider scampers across
the top of the pool.
You get the urge to throw a stone
through the hole at the tip of the
rock. But the ston!l never reaches
the top. It hits the side of the
canyon. The hollow knock it makes
is tossed from wall to wall until the
sound is .exhausted.

When it rains, the canyon has
About 12 miles outside of
been known to fill with water
, Abiquiu at the end of a winding
Hikers are ·advised not to go ther~
By Orlando Medina
annual .explosion, the hitchhiker maze .of arroyos there is a huge
when a storm threatens.
From the depths of nostalgia can actually see his or her way out mass of rock that comes together to
The ranch is about 130 miles
·
there is one philosophical line from ofiown.
form Box Canyon.
from Albuquerque. You go: to
an old Dick Van Dyke Show which
For the town of Carlsbad see the
Santa Fe on·I-25 and get off at the
The canyon is on the Ghost
best defines the superiority of man description of Las Cruces. Carlsbad Ranch land and is open to, anyone
St. Francis Drive exit. Next go
over animal.
has potash mines. The residents say who can find the way.
north at the bypass onto Highway·
"Man is superior because he can there is the smell of money in the
84. Continue past Espanola and
The trail to the canyon is mostly
think and he has thumbs to build air.
level, and while· there are a few
Abiquiu. Twelve miles outside of
tools."
To get a qui.ck ride through slight piles of rocks to climb, the
Abiquiu there is a not too large
It is the thumb that has made Artesia, simply wear a button trip to Box Canyon. is hardly the
wooden sign labeled "Ghost
man a wandering creature because reading,
"Support
Artesia
Ranch." If you get about 20 miles
way to flaunt one's physical
without it any other upraised digit Athletics." If 'this is not possible prowess_
to the gallon, gas should cost you
would indicate a religious belief, a then try tatooing the Artesia High
about
$9 .00.
Inside the arroyo there are
substitute Q-tip, or what a driver School's win-loss record on some patches of dried mud where the sun
can do with his stick shift. The visible oart of your body.
has soaked up the last remnants of
Open
thumb is the basis for hitchhiking.
Offer Good
a previous rain.
Sundays
However, the thumb alone is not
In Hobbs, N.M. the. best way to
The mud has been baked into
Thru March 7
the secret, especially when hit- get a ride is to tell the driver you are hard chips that curl at the ends, and
Supplies
20%
OFF
chhiking through .New Mexico trying to get to the Texas border. crunch under your feet.
Gold Angels •••••.. : ••• 99•
White Clouds •.• _•.• _. 4/1.•'
toward foreign shores like Denver . You might run into little trouble
Occasionally a deer is grazing
~arble
Angels
••....•••.
99•
Ass.
Angels •..•..•.••.. 79•
or Reno. There are a few vital bits here though because many residents
along the banks of the arroyo. It
cissor
Tall
•...••.•....
99•
Ass.
Africans
•••..•• 99•-1."'
of information that each digital of Hobbs consider themselves to be starts at the sound of footsteps and·
Black
Mollies_
•••..•
_.
3/1.••
10"
Large
Oscar
.•.••..• 9.••
traveler through the state should on the east side of the Texas border .. darts off, leaving the echo of
' 4" Knifl! Fish ..•.••••••• 3.••
Sm_ Severum ..•.•..•• 3/1. ••
remember.
The best way to get a ride in little hooves reverberating behind it.
When hitchhiking through the ole' Albuquerque is to carry a paint
Will take trade in on Aquariums
A thin stream of water trickles
city of Santa Fe, never offer brush and several cans of paint. along the trail. It gets progressively
We buy used Aquariums
directions on traveling in the city. Tell the driver you need a ride to the wider as you move toward its
1425-B San Mateo N E 266-9778
The principle behind this advice is ectg~ of the city to paint a cute little- source. It widens until it is the
that everyone in Santa Fe knows funny face on a fire hydrant. If this whole of about four feet. At one
their Own shortcuts and landmarks doesn't work try saying that you point a miniature waterfall pours
for navigation. It is not considered need a ride to the edge of town to over about four feet of rocks.
unusual to see a· station wagon catch an intra-city bus. Most of the
A soft, green moss blankets the
driving through the capitol building city buses base their routes on the pool where the water from the fall
or waiting for an elevator.
latitude and longitude of the West collects. Water spills from the pool
Santa Fe street maps resemble· Mesa.
and mingles with the flow that
those of landmarks on the moon
continues down the arroyo.
because the potholes each have a
Of course many towns have been·
Crusts of lichen grip the rocks,
name.
left out in these aids for hit- their growth spreading like a cancer
If you are thumbing your way chhiking, but the general rule of eating away the rock .
through Espanola, it is advisable to thumb to get a ride in N.M. is say
The horseshoe shaped rock that
For information write or call:
stand behind the sidewalk rather you are from Florida and looking
off
the
arroyo,
gave
Box
closes
INTERTOUR
than on it. Espanola drivers have a for Victorio Peak gold.
Canyon its name. It is hidden by
_ 1308 Don Diego
reputation of using sidewalks as an
two hills on each side of the arroyo.
extra lane for the road.
Santa Fe, NM 87501
Someone is bound to believe you As you rteru: the end. of the trail, the
Riding in .Las Cruces can prove and in the process probably sell you
505-983-8534
· hills'seemto back sloWly away.
interesting as each driver steers his a treasure map.
·-.--or her vehicle with one hand. The
other hand can be seen pinching the
driver,' s nostrils. For some strange
New Mexico
The Place To Be This Weekend
reason, with the pecan orchards
around the city and the numerous
Is The
DAILY LOBO
.alfalfa fields, some area of the city
is always being fertilized.
Vol. 8 ~
No_ 107
In Las Cruces always take care
Box 20, University P.O., Ul'<M
never to sit down where there is a
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
sign reading, "New Mexico State
Editorial Phone: (505) 277-4102
Agriculture Extension Service."
277-4202.
.
Coyote traps are back in use in that
The New Mexico Daily Lobo is published!
In The Student Union Building
~.Monday th~ough Friday every regular week of:
neck of the woods.
~9C"Um~cmty year and weekly during the sum~
Roswell is an exciting town to
.mer sesston, .by t.he Board of Student Publication~
Basement
~or the. Umvemty of New Mexico and is notj
hitchhike through at night because
,finam::aally l?-SSOciatcd wittJ UNM. Second class
postage patd at Albuquerque New Mexie •
at least once a year the area has
87131. ,Subscription rate is $10.00 for thd
adequate street lighting. This is · acadcmtc y~ar,
• The opt~tons expressed on the .:ditorial pageJ
when the local .fireworks factory
;or Tf!c DaJIY. Lobo_ are those of the author solely'
,Unstgn~ opmlon tsthat of the editorial board o~
blows up. Most of the time it is too
j1he Darty Lobp. Nothing printed in The Daif)\
dark in the city at night but when
,Lo~o ~eccssanly reprp;cnts the views of the·
:Umvcrstty of New Mcx1co .
i
the fireworks company has its
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By Dolores Wood
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Editor:
How about that, A letter from Richard Gordon saying that PIRG is bad.
What a surprise-he has always been such an ardent supporter of us.
First, Mr. Gordon, I would ask you very simply to not assume that it is all
our f.tult when ads don't appear or there are hassles in the refund process.
At the risk of repeating myself-maybe it will sink in this time-PIRG
does not handle the refunds-the University does. They do so by
way of an arrangement hammered out in the summer of 1976. If there are
problems with the process it does no good to tell PIRG because we can't
change the refund system .
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1 don't

know Mr. Garland but very probably if-he checks with Tom Hogg
or University Accounting he can find out where his check ·is. We don't
have it. If he cannot get satisfaction from them-we'll give him a refund
here. Once again we don't collect the money, we don't handle the
IP..,.U.f' refunds and we are not responsible for the U.S. mail:
A few other points of Mr. Gordon's letter deserve comment. First,
student referenda supported tiy more than a 2 to 1 margin raising the activity fee from $12 to $14 in order to fund PIRG. The Regents would never
have approved raising the fee if there had not been demonstrated student
support.
11
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The usual abandon with which
Albuquerque motorists hit the
streets is amplified by the falling of
snow. Smiles and statements like
"Boy, we sure can use the
moisture" are masks for their
genuine glee, which comes from
having the excuse. What excuse?
They can claim that the snow was
at fault when they run a bicyclist off
the road, or when they plow into a
phone pole on Central.
Speed increases when the snow
falls, caution, what little there is on
the streets of Duke City, is thrqyvn
to the storm. Last month's storm,
which left snow and ice in a deep

Of course poor driving skills are
not limited to winter months. The
temperate summer season lulls the
Albuquerque driver into a soporific
state and while his speed behind
the wheel may slow somewhat due
to the heat, older people and
children do not stand out as much
and provide ready targets for the
Fdrd or Chevy owner.
Even when it doesn't snow in
February, Albuquerque motorists
manage to produce a steady

But bumper stickers tell the story
best. One spotted in the South
Valley read· "Happiness is a full
tank of gas" and one on campus
read "I'd rather be driving." But the
most chilling one sported by a car
on campus said, '"CaUtion~ 1 drive
like you." Snow Kills. Better wear
your seat belt and thank Ralph
Nader.

'Un-UNM' Activities' Views Racism
Satire by Richard M(cCarthy) Berthold
It ought to be an occasion of great pride on the part
of all decent members of the UN M community that
the indications are strong that the racist administration and its puppet-lackey Bud Davis will soon
be forced to reveal to HEW the obviously covered-up
and damning evidence of 'Adolf' Auger's grades for.
the past three years.
We all owe a great debt of gratitude to that
unknown student who dared reveal to HEW-in clear
and precise English -that something was indeed rotten in the state of New Mexico, that there was buried
in Auger's grades evidence that in the College of
Education there existed a racist conspiracy, gnawing
away at the l:Jniversity from within.
But let us not rest complacent, my fellow New
Mexicans! This is only the tip of the iceberg! The insidious racist-fascist conspiracy brought to light in
education does not end there.

Torres we have all known that campus police is racist
to the core, almost exclusively hiring Chicana meter
maids, as Mario pointed out, in order that they might
be more easily oppressed. Need I speak of Buildings &
Grounds?
Why, my own department, history, has not escaped
this creeping conspiracy of white-racist oppression.
African history is taught by Prof. Spidle (speidel?), a
white man, whose major interest is-you guessed itGerman history. Latin American history is taught by
Anglos, including a foreigner, an Englishman who
claims· to know Mexican history! And this is not the
only bit of evidence that this conspiracy is backed by
foreign funds.
This festering cancer does not stop with faculty and
administration. No, this disgusting racist slime has
penetrated directly into the student body through
various front organizations.

No, Stormtrooper Auger is small fry, only part of a
University-wide conspiracy of racist-facist-imperialist
hate-mongers; he is only one sucker of a vile creature
whose tentacles reach into every corner of the University, yes, even into Scholes Hall and the boardroom of
the Regents themselves.
As chairman of the newly created Faculty Senate
Committee on Racist and Un-UNM Activities I have
amassed frightening quantitiecredible extent of this
heinous racist conspiracy which is eating away at the
moral fiber of our community.
I have in my possession incontrovertible evidence
that there are no less than seventeen racists in
Scholes Hall, and these are people working in top administrative positions. I have uncontestable proof that
the upper echelons of A&S are rotten with racists, if
indeed it is necessary to look further than the racistfascist claptrap of Dean Wollman, who looks to justify
racist oppression with sophistic lies about 'high13r
standards.' (And what did you do during the war, Herr
Wollman?) And since the time of the late great Mario

The list is far from complete, but at this moment the
Committee has conclusive evidence that the following
are racist front organizations: MEChA, Phi Beta Kappa, the chess club, ROTC, PIRG, varsity basketball,
ISWU and Phi Alpha Theta. We also strongly suspect
that the so-called Presidential Scholars program is a
cover for the formation of a racist youth cadre.
· And what of the poor dupes who were filled with
drugs and sent to paint those anti-racist slogans, so
that International Racism at UNM would have an excuse for greater oppression in the name of security?
Are they being saved for more show trials at UNM?
Well, my fine and decent friends, things are now
changing, because thanks to that student the conspiracy has been revealed, and now with the fine help
of HEW we will root out these racist vermin, even if it
means firing the entire faculty and staff.
If you have any information ari the conspiracy or
suspect anyone of being a racist, please contact the
Committee. Your name will, of course, be kept confidential.
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Susan Watton

Sports 'Editor
David Belling

Once PC!rt of _the vast Spanish empire,· ·Ji!.evli Mexico is·
dotted With p:cturesque churches like ·this one in
Truchas.
-

tly asked ASUNM to give us office space on campus. However, until we
get an office on campus we are just across Central- in a neighborhood

Various Sights

I really think that PIRG has responded positively to whatever criticism
we've received. We have improved many of our methods of operation, For
stream of collisions. Last week instance, we have changed our election date to coincide with ASUNM so
three separate accidents occurred- more students will be encouraged to vote for the Board of Directors to inwithin a ten-minute period in a 15- crease participation.
block stretch of Lead.
We admit that PIRG isn't perfect-never has claimed to be and never
be. But if Mr. Gor~o.n would lao~ around at some of the other groups
will
The Motor Vehicle Department
who
get part of th~ act1v1ty fee, he m1ght be surprised at how unresponsive
reports that only about one-fourth
are
how little the student body benefits from their budgets none
they
of all the operative vehicles in Ber- of which and
offer a refund as PIRG does.
'
nalillo County is registered.

Adobe Towers

Editorial Board

This Sinclair station in Pojoaque, N.M. has yet to suffer the fate of
Albuquerque's Ilfeld building. The station has been recycled info a heishifactory.

frequented by students-over 850 of whom have visited our office.

Albuquerque Snow: A License To Kill
blanket on the roadways, provided
a long-lasting obstacle course to
test the ferocity of Albuquerque
drivers.

,.
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A 'DA'iD
"l"'lRI\ tr.fl I" We moved off c~mpus because there was no available office space in
Dn II V~" · the SUB or Mesa V1sta Hall. We would prefer to be on campus and recen-
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By John Feldman
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Manmglng Editor
Karen Moses

Arts and Media Editor
Lynda Sparber

Spend

Spring Break
At Beautiful San Carlos Bay in
Guaymas Mexico

Does the L<;lBO present all the campus news you think it should? When
was the last time you W!!re invited to one of their board meetings? How
about the general budget of ASUNM? Did you want to see the other
allocations made the way they were? Did you support all the lobbying efforts of the ASUNM lobbying committee? Could you refuse to pay for
those activities you didn't support?
Look over our budget-there are copies at the senate and we have
some in the office. You'll see that out of our $49,000 request we suggested
methods of cutting almost $5000, In addition we suggested combining
ourselves with ORCA so that more services could be carried out with less
expense. We suggested replacing some staff with work/study students.
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7 Days, 6 Nights At
La Posada De San Carlos
Beautiful Oceanfront
Room W/Kitchen

• 13 L<l.yKOICfTertnTS Courts

If PIRG's budget is cut I hope it is not because someone like Mr. Gordon, who once ran for the PIRG board on an inane platform and lost,
refuses to believe that any good could come of such an organization.
Students have overwhelmingly voted to fund PI RG at the rate of $2 per
student. Fortunately it is not up to petty demagogues like Mr. Gordon to
overrule their choice.
.
Michael Huston
Coordinator, PIRG

DOONESBURY

Border
N.M. ·Roads

Train From
Nogales

• Charter Flight Available For Groups

i

Among the numerous defunct historical figures in
New Mexico is the infamous Kit Carson whose grave
can be found outside of Taos.

NOW
Is The Time
To
Plan Your Summer Vacation!
Ask Your Travel-Agent
About
TWA's Bargain Youth Fares To Europe

UNM
Criminal Justice
Seminar
Madrid, Spain

This Mormon Batallion
monument, located ap·
proximately halfway between Albuquerque and San·
ta Fe on 1-25, was dedicated
to Lt. Col. P. St. George
Cook who, with 500 men,
marched 2000 miles from
Kansas to California in 18467.

Guadalajara
Mexico
UNM Summer Session
June 6 - July 15

June 6 -July 15
Courses Offered:
Juv~nile Delinquency
Criminology
Graduate Problems

Courses Offered In:
Spanish: Intermediate and
Advanced Composition and
Conversation.

Includes:
o Feature Lectures by Spanish
Experts in tbe Criminal
Justice System

SociL ;y: ,Urbaniza~fon in
Latin Arnerica, Contemporary
Sociological Theory, Graduate
Problems.

Visits to Spanish Penal lnst.
tutions, Criminal Justice
Agencies, and Training
Centers

History: History of the Southwest

o

For Information Contact:

Advertising ManaQer

The Oil ice ot lntcrnationall'rograms & i>cn·ices
The Unh·ersitv of New :-..texico
1711. l{mna NE
Albuquerque, NM o71:31

Harry Chapman

'l'el. 277-40:32
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Kennedy's Children by Robert
Patrick is perhaps the most personal piece ever staged in Rodey
Theatre. It will open the theatre
department's spring season on
March 3 and will also play March 4,
5, 6, 10, II and 12.
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UNM theatre arts instructor, the
play evolves around five characters
who in their own way experienced
the violence, disillusionment and
pain of the 1960s. There is no plot
and no climax. The playwright
simply asks if the "children" of the
1960s have truly survived.
"!h..eola¥ is recorrtm•~ncled
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A Jack., in the Deck of Life
A sneak preview of sorts of the latest Magic Mirror Players' production
will be aired tonight on "Impact" at 7 p.m. on channelS.
The show, "Jack and the Beanstalk," is not a fairy tale. The new version is a cabaret of satire, chaos and all the "Jacks" of life-from Jack
the Ripper Tripper to Jackie Onassis.
The players say their goal is to "bludgeon the audience with one cheap
trick after another."

r-------------~
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Satyajit Ray's

Kanchenchunga
will be shown in
Woodward Hall-147
March 5, 7:00pm

Arts
&

Cynthia Hendricks ~s Wanda

Warren adds, "Patrick's writing
has humor and compassion. There·
were very few things to laugh about
in the 60s, but he gives us a new
perspective. It's a unique combination of the hopeless and the
hopeful."

Media

This talc of conllict
between old and new
was shot on location
in Darjecling, in the
Himalayan Mowttains

'

ADMISSION suo
Ellery Ed.wards o.s Sparger

Poets &

10 Blocks south -of
the S. Carlisi~· Shopping Center

25% Discount

All Kinds Of Books At Hcduccd Prices

Hrs Tucs- Fri. 12-5:30
Sat 10:30-5:30

The Living Batch Bookstore and
The Vortex presents an evening of
Poet's
Theatre
"Heroic
Exposures," new plays by poets
Larry Goodell and Bill Pearlman.
Performances tonight, Thursday
and Friday at 8 p.m. in The Vortex,
106 Vassar SE in the alley. Tickets
are $2.00 at the door.
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"The language is strong but more
importantly the subject matter is
aimed at a particular age group.
This work is for those people who
were in their late teens during the
middle. and late 60s. It's aimed at
the people who had a political and
social awareness in the 1960s."
Now considered "a triumph for
its period," Kennedy's Children
was not a box office sellout on its
first time aroum;l. It failed during
its first Off-Broadway prQduction,
but traveled to London in 1974 and
was selected as the "Best New Play
of the Season." It played in
London for a year and a half and·
later won the Glasgow Critics
Award. The work finally made its
way back to Broadway and the
Golden Theatre and played to
capacity crowds for five months
before closing, Shirley I<night won
a Tony Award for her role in the
Golden Theatre production.
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mature audiences," Warren said.

quality
t
cus om
picture
framing
Thousands of ready-made frames
Pro·cut mats & mat boards
Dexltif & X-Acio mat cutter~
Dry-moun1ing presses & materials
Braquottos I Framing hardware
Blenfang Non-Gias
Glare & non-glare glass
Old masters & contemporary prints

!· Cll·ART lmi!Jln[U]ffi[(]~

•L ••• .;.c;;;;.;;.L;;;A;~ ~.
PICTURE FRAMING I READY-MADE FRAMES I FRAMING SUPPLIES
30011 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87106 • 255-3239
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The plays use the power of pqetic
fantasy to rumple the robes of
traditional theatre. Starting from
the inner movements of that solid
foundation
of
American
stress-athletic dreams, they
project an evening of wild
imaginings, displaying JockArt and

P\o~

Set

its renegade runners of the New
Mexican Plateau.
Tomorrow the ASUNM-GSA
Poetry Series and the "Coffee and
Conversation Progrant" of the
General Honors Program will
present Olga Brouas, winner of this
year's Yale Younger Poets award
and storyteller Cynthia Orr reading
from their works at 1:3'0 p.m. in the
Honors Center Lounge. Admission
is free and all are invited.
Ms. Broumas's work has appeared in many magazines before
winning the prestigious Yale award.
Her book will appear this spring.
Presently she teaches Women's
Studies at the University of Oregon.
Total Experience.
Here For Hair
His or He~s

25% Off
Haircut, Style
and Body Wave
With
.Stuclen t ID
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Not wanting to give any precurtain character conceptions,
Warren said, "I don't want to talk
about these people because if there
are 300 people sitting in Rodey
Theatre on opening night, there will
also be 300 different experiences
taking place and I don't want to
interfere with that. It's enough to
say that the audience gets sucked in
by these five characters in a
uwndt:ss New York bar in 1974.
The author gives us very little in the
way of information about these
people. All of the important experiences that have formed these
characters have already happened
and we can only guess at who they
are and what will become of them."
The director added that Kennedy's Children is really five stories
in one. "This is a thoughtful play,
an entertaining play and a personally involving play," she said.
"The audience may leave the
theatre depressed or hopeful. It
depends on how they, as individuals, experienced the 1960s. It
is a 'social' play but Patrick doesn't
offer any answers. He offers an
intensely human response to a
social scene. This play could have
easily been written after Roosevelt's
death or after World War II. The
idealism and the romanticism were
the same; the 1960s woke us
up-not to show us our losses, but
to show us anew reality."
Patrick writes in his script notes,
"I think the sad thing about
Kennedy's children is that they have
so very much to offer one another
and are held away from one
another by fear and despair. I
sincerely hope that within a very
short time the world will be in such
a state of bliss that the sorrows and
stagnation of the characters in this
play will be incomprehensible. In
the meantime, the play stands as my
tribute to their valour and suffering."
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Put Your Best Head Forward With A New Look
25% Off Regular Price With Your:student 10
Total Experience In The First Plaza Galeria
3rd and Tijeras
243-7771
And Now Our New Location To Serve You
,
2403 San Mateo N.E. 268-4301

Coming·
Soon

Italian
Fatso

Nm Travels in

Prin~

Books about New Mexico are Howard Bryan ($2).
about as plentiful as tumbleweeds
-Mosaic of New Mexico's
in Belen. Whether they are to be Scenery, Roclfs, and History by
used as travel guides or as escape Paige Christiansen ($2.50).
means for armchair tourists, they
-New Mexico Place Names: A
offer a plausible view of the state, Geographical Dictionary by T,M.
Pierce ($2.95).
.
its culture, and its beauty.
The Coronado room in Zim-Acoma: Pueblo in the Sky by
merman is devoted to literature . Ward Minge ($6,95).
-Early Architecture in New
about the state-from its history to
its tourist attractions. The room is Mexico by Bainbridge Bunting
accessible via a stairway in the old ($6.95).
reserve sectio11< and is open from 8
-New Mexico Village Arts by
a.m: to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Roland Dickey ($3 .95).
Friday and on Wednesday evenings
-Guide to the New Mexico
from 6:30 to 9.
Mountains by Herbert Ungnade
The materials in the Coronado ($3.45).
.
roo~ cannot be taken from the
-Albuquerque: Its Mountains,
library, but duplicating services are Vafley, Water, and Volcanoes by
available.
Vincent Kelley {$2.50).
Some
books
which
may
be
useful
The Fleetwood Mac concert has been postponed to May 10 because
•
vocalist Stevie Nicks injured her throat and is under doctor's orders not to in traveling are:
-101
Trails
in
the
Land
of
perform at the present time.
Enchantment
by
Betty
Woods
Tickets already bought for Friday night's concert will be honored for
For those who want more out of travel during spring break than sight($2.50).
seeing and wildlife experiences, the LOBO has .compiled a list of perthe postponed show.
-Dancing
Gods:
Indian formances by recording artists within a reasonable driving distance.
Fleetwood Mac is sorry for the inconvenience.
Refunds for the concert will be made; available. For more information Ceremonials of New Mexico and
Dates and places should be fairly certain but it would be wise to check it
about returning tickets, contact either the SUB box office or the Popejoy Arizona by Erna Fergusson ($4.95). out first.
·
-A Brief History of New
ticket office.
In Houston, the following artists should be appearing: Bar-Kays (3/19),
Mexico by Jenkins and Schroeder
To give people something to do Friday night, the Popular En
Tommy
Dorsey Orchestra (3/11), Eddie Harris (3/18-20), Joe Simon
($1.95).
tertainment Committee will open up the Purple Room with Katz and Jam·
(3/19),
Billy
Spears (3/16-19}, and the Electric Light Orchestra (3/17).
-Guide
to
the
Fishes
of
New
mer without a cover charge.
,
Set
for
performances
in Phoenix are Judy Miller (3/11-12), and Shawn
Mexico
by
William
Koster
($1.65).
The concert was sold out before the postponement, but tickets may
(3/15).
In
Tempe,
Jade will appear on the eighth through 13th,
Phillips
-Tours
for
All
Seasons
by
become available tlirough refunds.
while
Tucson
will
host
Journey
on the 9th and Stoneground on the 15th .
.The Irish Rovers will be in Palm Springs, Ariz. on the 17th.
START coNsmERIN~
HEY SAMMYIn Colorado, Boulder will be visited by Pat Martino and Hubert Laws
moTION···
on the 13th. Second Wind has a Denver concert scheduled for the 11th and
will be followed by Stan Kenton (3/ 13). ·
Other groups appearing in Texas are Ronnie Milsap in Dallas (3/17),
Roy Head in Austin (3/19), and Eddie Harris, also in Austin (3/17).

Concert Delo~ed

music to Travel To

.~·
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Around New Mexico, Stan Kenton will play Carlsbad (3/11) and
Albuquerque (3/12). Dickey Lee will be in Grants on the 12th and David
Allan Coe in Hobbs the 17th. Tony Booth is said to be coming to town
(3/15-16) and there is a report that Journey will play here the lOth, but no
one seems to have heard anything about it.

We take off~ -1>~ and put on
lots ofextras everywhere we fly.
Whenever you take off on Continental, we'll
take off 28% from the cost of a regular roundtrip Coach ticket to all our mainland cities with
our Economy Excursion Fare. It's a great
way to keep your money in )'our pocket.
Then sit back and watch Continental put
on a show.
We've put the Pub on our wide-bodied
DC-10's, with electronic PubPong games and free
popcorn. Plus exclusive specially condensed
double feature films, old-time newsreels and your
favorite animated cartoons. You can also put
on the feedbag for only a dollar with our
Good Times Snacks.

On our spacious, wide-look 727's you can put
on your headset and enjoy the fret? stereo
entertainment. There's overhead storage plus
a middle seat in Coach and Economy that
folds down when unoccupied so you can relax or
spread out the books.
Call Continental or your Travel Agent and
ask for our 28% Economy Excursion Fare.
Continental will provide information regarding specific flights and n umherof seats uvnilablc. Purchase your ticket at least f4 dnys prior to dcparlUre and ~tay
7 to 30 days. Our 28% discou~t applies until May .11, 1977. Rcduce_d sav1n~s
after Muy 31,1977 arc su b]ect to CAB approval. Fares and savmgs subJeCt
to change without nolicc. The Coach Pub is available on tdl
Continental DC-IO's c:<cluding Hawaii through•service.

We really move our tail for you.
.,,.. •··~···w"''"'' •'"

CONTINENTAL

The Proud Bird with the Golden Tail.
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Fly High in a Bal.loon
To Get Away From It All

... Hikers Head

ffieetYout ASUNffi Sen<ltots
,';,

,

TODAY
~.1·

lO.r30 ...x.m:

2:00 p.m.

The
Glo.s@',Cubicles-mo.in
Floor SUB
.
'
_..,;
~

-.Bring your concerns, complo.ints, ideo.s,- -="'!' m·.• • • •

The University of New Mexico
Student Publications Board ..
Is Now accepting Applications For
New Mexico Daily Lobo Editor
Applications for the position are available in
M<u-ron Hall room 131 between 8:00 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. Monday through I:riday. ·· •
·
·
Applications must be returned to Marron Hall
room 131 no later than 4:30 p.m. Wednesday,
March 30, 1977.
The Student Publications Board will select the
·1977-78 New Mexico Daily Lobo Editor at its April
ll meeting. The new editor will assume responsibility for the paper Monday, April 18.

One way to get away from it all is
to go ballooning. Balloonist Paul
Woessner said he likes ballooning
because, "It's _probably as close to
total freedom as you can get in this
day and age."
There are about 60 hot air
balloons based in Albuquerque and
about 85 balloons in New Mexico. ·
In Albuquerque there is a balloon
club called the Albuquerque
Aerostat Accension Association
(AAAA) which has about 150
members, owning about 60
balloons. The AAAA publishes the
Cloud Bouncer, the monthly club
publication.
For people wanting to see a
balloon up close the balloons
normally fly on the west mesa out
by Rio Rai).Cho. From the Rio
Rancho shopping ceqter YQU get on
Southern Ave11ue and go west for
about five miles and you'll see the
launch site with the balloons on it.
Up, up and away, my beautiful balloon.
Usually the balloons fly on
weekends and they take-off about operate a piece of equipment eight
balloon rides. For one ride which
7-7:30 a.m., Woessner said, "If it's stories high."
:will last about an hour or an hour
an average Albuquerque morning
You would expect ballooning to
you can bet there'll be between 15- be a dangerous sport but Woessner and one-half, the cost is $100 for
one person, $125 for two people
20 balloons flying around."
saJd the safety factor is very high and $150 for three people. During
If people go out to the launch because, "You're flying with the
site, Woessner said, they will air, not' through it." He said the this ride you will be able to fly the
probably be able to join a chase main danger is that the pilot will balloon yourself if you want to.
They also sell ballooning lessons.
crew.
hurt himself by some action he does These include 10 hours of flight
As to who enjoys ballooning with the balloon. Power lines are a
Woessner said, "Ballooning is fun danger to balloons if the two come experience. The cost of these are
$600 if you have your own balloon
for everybody. It is fun to fly and in contact.
or $1000 if they must provide the
fun to chase. Ballooning is a big
In October of 1977 Albuquerque balloon.
fantily recreation.''
will once again host the InterPeople take up ballooning national Balloon Fiesta. Last year
basically just for recreation and about 150 balloons filled the
The cost of the initial balloon
sport. Woessner said, "The ad- Albuquerque sky for a week as they
venture of ballooning is that you competed in races and events of all ride will be refunded to you if you
sign up for ballooning lessons or
don't know where you're going sorts during the Fiesta.
buy a balloon.
because you really can't steer a
For people in Albuquerque who
ballOUlt. "'.1~\:n,..l. \lri£t Whh Ute WlUU. &•
Ballooning may not be the way to
U.un't.. "know auybotly Who owns a
Ballooning can also be very
through much of New
travel
satisfying because as Woessner balloon or can't find someone to Mexico, but it will sure 'give you a
said, "It gives you satisfaction to give them a ride, World Balloons different view of the part you do
Inc. at 3323 Princeton Dr. NE, sells travel over.

Now You Can Fly Like a Bird

depending on how hardy your soul
is. A tarp can be used instead to
keep the moisture off and can be
bought for from $8 to $40. Stars
make a nice ceiling, too.
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one half hours depending on the
weather conditions. Most ·hang
gliders prefer to fly in at least a 30
mile per hour wind.

UNM student and hang glider
· There are three takeoff platforms
Louis Abruzzo said, a person must
on
top of the Crest from which
have the "initiative" to try this
hang
gliders soar. There are two
sport. The danger factor behind
ramps on top of the mountain itself
hang gliding is clearly evident.
and one ramp north of the tram
under the television towers.
The major concern for a
.hangglider is that he must respect
In order for the hang glider to
nature. Hang· gliding is a sport that
stay
away from the jagged Sandias,
must be attempted in a professional
the pilot must be able to get enough
manner.
vertical altitude from the ramp. The
average
distance the hang glider is
First of all, a hang glider must
up in the air is three to four
thousand feet. The average distance
' of a flight is two and one half miles.
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A knife is important and must be
sharp. A simple kitchen knife will
do fine, as will the Boy Scout
folding knife for about $2. For the
connoisseur, the Swiss Army Knife
gives you everything from tweezers
to a corkscrew. They run from $3 to
$23.
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A compass and topographical
maps are nice if you know how to
use them. Compasses can be bought
for $3 to $23. Zimmerman Library
has a complete set of topographical
maps for the state that can be
xeroxed but not checked out.

.

r

, Abruzzo said, "A flight can last
• anywhere· from 10 minutes to
1
forever!"

•

Most flights last about two and

A hang gliders' kite costs
anywhere from $400 to $1000 and is
made of a Dacron material with an
aluminum frame. The weight varies
from 38 to 48 pounds and the
wingspan differs according to style
of kite.
'!A person does not need a
permit of any kind to fly a hang
gliqer," Abruzzo said. "Except for
flying the Peak, a person must have
a rating. Hang gliding, like other
sports, is trying to be regulated."

!
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just won't do the i?b: One with a
padded hip-frame IS the best for
distributing the weight from the
back to the stronger hip and leg
muscles. Smaller models can be
bought from $24 to $40. Larger
models are $42 to $70.
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Monday March 7, 1977 8:00PM
Kiva Auditorium- Convention Center
Student Discount Tickets Ava
e

Fern Cagers
In Playoffs

For the higher elevations, snow
shoes and cross-country' skis can be
rented · at sev.eral stores around
town. Skis go for about $7 for a
weekend, $4 for a weekday and $12
for a week. Snow shoes are about
$4 for a weekend, $2.50 for a weekday and $6 for a week.
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Food is a problem because there
is almost no way to avoid taking it
and most food is heavy and bulky.

''

i
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This week Ellenberger said, "If
we're going to win the WAC, we've
got
he! to
, win both games and have
P· .

Ton~ght. the ~obos . play
Wyommg m Laramte, startmg at
7:30. On Saturday evening the
Lobos ·wm play Colorado State in
Fort Collins. ·

must beat Uta~ and A~zona State
must defeat.Anzona.
.
So farhasthisswept
seasonboth
no team
m the
WAC
games
on
their road trip to CSU and
Wyoming. Ellenberger said, "It
- b
b't
h
th
Wt 11 e every I as 1ou~ as e
BYU and Utah . senes last
weekend."
Wyoming is in fourth-place in the
WAC with a.6-6 record.
The Lobos already have beaten
Wyoming and CSU once this
season when they played in
Albuquerque.

After losing to Brigham Young
last weekend, the best the Lobos
can do is to tie for theW AC crown.
For this to happen the Lobos must
Every game, from now on, could win both games this week and BYU
be the last one fpr the UNM
women's basketball team as
Thursday
tonight, in Salt Lake City, they play
A night ot Experimental Films
the winner of last night's Northern
Colorado-Utah State contest in the
A man and his dog out for air
Intermountain
Conference
Robert Breer
playoffs.
Touchtone Phone Film
Maxwell's Demon
The Lobos, with their strong
Bill Brandt
Hollis Frampton
bench power, had to come back
Eaux D Artifice
Lights
from a record of 4-4 and win the
rest of their games to qualify with a
Kenneth Anger
Marce Menken
On hikes don't forget 9-4 record, so they are used to
Angels and the trip to door
those essentials. like back· must-win situations.
Stan Brakhage
packs, food and maybe a fif·
"Our depth has helped us all
th o'f the finest.
year," Lobo Coach Kathy Marpe
Friday
said.
TH.X 1138
Directed
by George Lucas
Eyeglasses
or
Contact.
Len~s
A wide selection of dehydrated
Fasi service. quality and
and freeze-itrfed..fpods a:e no..w
Saturday
style at reasonable cost
available, ranging from blueberry
Charlie Chaplin's
pancakes to tuna salad to beef
Casey
Optical
Co.
The Great Dictator
mulligan. But these items are ex!Ne:(l door to Casey Rexa/1 Drug)
pensive as well as light and conLomas at'Washington 255-6329
7:00pm 9:15 Adm.1."
venient. With a little effort, good
meals can be had and a hiker won't'
starve. Lightweight foods that can
fr"""""!!!~
I,J'&.......mr,~c;:-~!!!!!!'!!!!!!!!~
be bought at the grocery store are:
whole grain cereals, dried beans,
ooodles, rice, dried fruits, nuts,
-aisins, biscuits, cheese, sandwich
prr'ds, hard candy and chocolate.
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SUB Theatre

'LONG JO#N

FISH

Rental

To carry all of this. a back pack
is needed as American Tourister

Equipment
People wanting to rent camping
equipment may do so in Johnson
Gym Room 107.
The equipment is available to
students, staff and faculty of
UNM. You must pay a deposit on
items which are checked out and
leave your UNM ID card there
while you have the equipment.
There, is a daily fee for renting
equipment which is paid when the
equipment is returned.

A FRIGATE
FULL OF
FRYES

For more information, call 2774347.

,)
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No.1 Progressive Rock in
Country Headquarters
The

The tram wiii carry a glider and
his kite to the top of the Crest for a
small kite-transportation fee. There
are three main landing sights at the
foot of the mountain at which the
human bird and his wings are
picked up.

Last Mile Rambiers
Are Back
Tues thru Sun
Every Tues, Wed, Thurs

All Bar Drinks soc 7-9 pm

Concert Concepts Presents

JANIS IAN
TOM CHAPli\J

For cooking the bare minimum is
a pot, n spoon and a -knife, Mess
kits, with all one person would
need can be bought for about $3 to
'
.
$5. A water bottle, canteen or bota
is necessary unless you are a camel.
They cost from under $1 for a water
bottle to about $5 for a canteen.
Two quart.s is a good' size.
A stove is nice to have because it
is ensy on the environment but is
not a necessity. Portable propane
stoves are lighter (6 to 8 oz.) than
stoves that use white gas (1 to I V2
lbs.) but the propane is a little more
expensive to operate. because
propane gas is compressed and
therefore c.osts more. Propane
stoves are about $14 to $16 and
white gas stoves are from $20 up to
$45.

. li

For the person who has envied have a hill that is easily accessible
the bird's ability to fly, hang gliding from the top to the bottom. For this
reason, the top of the Crest is the
is designed for this individual.
perfect place for a hang glider.
·-~---~----
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By Peter Madrid

By David Belling
Last week Head Basketball
C h N
Ell b
or111:
en erger ~a~'d t he
oac
L?bos were m a good po~tt1on to
wm the Western Athletic Conference title because they did not .
need any help.
'
·

(COIJtinued from page 1)

By David Belling

Lobos Need Victory i·n. Wyoming
To Keep WAC Title Hopes Alive

Bring This Ad in For A .
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SINCE

Free
Drink
Thurs only
One per Customer

,,

HEADQUARTERS

1928

-·
0 butterfield
... YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE

Wina;250.ValueARTCARVEDDIAMOND
Cast your Ballot ••• Help us select the
mostOBLIGATION
Beautiful Ring.
THE
NO
DRAWING MARCH 81IN CARDINAL PLAZA
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Jerf:e&ers~
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6 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS IN ALBUQUERQUE

., 8001 MENAUL BLVD. NE
.. 5106 CENTRAL AVE. SE
• 4300 CENTRAL AVE. SW

OUR OWN TEAMS
BANKAMEAICAAD
"<lASTER CHARGE

STORE FOR DIAMONDS "''-...,. •• ·':.<
:::'':,'i'C........, 2411 San Pedro NE

• 4720 SAN MATEO NE
• 1140 JUANTABO NE
• 5309 FOURTH ST. NW
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~ High Stakes at NM Tracks

0"

Fans Jockey for Wins
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By Russ Alberdi
.?:;>
Horse racing fans find plenty of
·o; excitement in the Land of
q Enchantment. The state's four
8 professional race tracks offer
] parimutuel racing at its best.
,.::;
New Mexico's newest track is
;;: Santa Fe Downs. About an hour's. ·'"'>·,....~-,-·"'··
drive from Albuquerque on North,
0 • I~25, the track features both quarter
..., horse and thoroughbred events.
~ Special events include the $75,000 .
A. .Miss All_lerica Futurity for quarter
horse fillies and the $35,000 Santa
Fe Silver Stakes for thoroughbreds.
The Downs is located just 7 miles
south of Santa Fe and makes an
ideal stop over for those wishing to
visit thatrhistoric city.
General admission to the track
ranges from $1.50 to $5.00, and
parking is available for 50 cents.
Photo by Koren Panagakos
Post time is 3:15 weekdays and 1:15
At
Santa
Fe
Downs
the
only
gamblers·
are tumweekends. The track opens in midbleweeds
who
now
intently
await
the
arrival
of the
March.
racing season. Santa Fe Downs is qne of several.
Situated one mile south of Raton
racetracks in New Mexico scheduled to open this
on U.S. Highway 85, LaMesa Park
proves to be a beautiful setting for
spring.
quarter horse and thoroughbred·
Special events include the Raton Futurity.
racing. The track opens in mid-May $165,000 Land of' Enchantment
Nearby Cimarron offers the
and runs through September with Stakes, the $200,000 • Oklahoma state's most stunning scenery and
racing held on Fridays, Saturdays, Futurity (America's oldest quarter soine fine trout fishing.
and Sundays.
horse futurity), and the· $125,000
Admission is under $3.00 and
parking is 50 cents. Post time is
3:00 on Fridays and 1:00 on
rope,
Saturdays
and Sundays.
Super C'heap Charters
South of Albuquerque, 70 miles
Europe $313
west of Roswell, on U.S. 70,
1 year open return
Ruidoso Downs lays claim as New
Ecospherian Travel
Mexico's most thrilling track. Set
RR2 Box 271 Santa Fe
against the Sacramento Mountains,
the Downs has become the quarter
horse capital of the world. The
track offers a fantastic array of
special events which include" the $1
million All American Futurity-the
world's richest horse race. The

z

UNIVERSAL TRAVEL

'.

-.,-,n;.olz:_IJJ:l.__Your. Tickets Here
Close By anCI Convenient
Just 1 Block East of Campus

ALL AIRLINE
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
2906 Central SE
255-8665

ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINEE!
BEST FOREIGN FILM
BEST ACTRESS
MARIE-CHRISTINE BARRAULT
BEST ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY

v_...,...., ... ..,

Ouorl~r J.Jnrr:u~

11'nhnitv. the

Rainbow Futurity (both run at
Ruidoso) and the All American
make up the Triple Crown of the
Quarter Horse Fraternity.
The Lincoln County area
features a variety of recreational
facilities. Mule deer and bear may
be hunted and the surrounding
streams are stocked with rainbow,
brook and German brown trout.
Hikers and campers will enjoy a
stay at either Bonita or Nogal
mountain lakes.
Ruidoso's racing season runs
from mid-May to September. Post
time is I :30 p.m. daily. Admission
ranges from $1.25 to $3.50, and
parking is 50 cents.
Sunland Park, 20 miles south of
Las Cruces via I-1 0, is indeed a
unique track. Racing 95 days from
October to May, Sunland is New
.Mexico's only winter track.
Spectators are kept comfortable by
the fully heated, glass enclosed
grandstand and are entertained by
both thoroughbred and quarter
horse racing. Night racing is
another Sunland feature.
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BEFORE SPRING SALB. Latest style denim jackets,
$6,00; sweatshirts, $3.00; 3-pc. denim suits w/vest,
only $25,00; (limited amou!]t available); at California

Ceremony Cycle
Begins in April

Outlet, 2318 Central S,E., 2M-6872, Across
from campus. 317
'71 VW SUPER BEETLE. Good condition, 255·

Classifieds

6880. 3/7

PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, I,D. photOs. Lowest'

. Petsono.ls ·

By Rachel Dixon
The sounds of moccasined feet beating softly in the dirt and mur·
mured chants rise above the clicking of tourists' cameras. Tourists.
may come and go but the Indian ceremonies and dances return as ·
faithfully as the growth of the corn they celebrate.
The Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce emphasizes that people
should not take pictures, make sketches, or take notes without first
obtaining permissionJrom the officials of the pueblo.
.
The festivities are:
March 27-Dances .at Jemez, Cochiti, San Felipe, Santa Ana,
Acoma, Zia, Laguna, and Santo Domingo.
April 10-0n Easter Sunday and the .following days, dances in
most of the pueblos.
April30-Nizhoni Dances at UNM's Johnson Gym.
May 1-San Felipe feast day and Corn Dance.
. May 3-Ceremonial Races at Taos Pueblo and the Cochiti Corn
Dance.
May 29-June 4-Dances at Tesuque Pueblo.
June 8-Santa Clara Buffalo Dance.
June 13-Dances at Taos, Sandia, San Juan, Santa Clara, San
Ildefonso, Cochiti and Paguate.
June 24-Dances at San Juan, Taos, Isleta, Cochiti, Santa Ana,
Laguna, and Acoma. Jemez Pueblo will be having a Rooster Pull.
June-29-Rooster Pulls at Laguna, Acoma, Simta Ana, San Felipe,
Santo Domingo, Cochiti and Isleta.
July 1-4-Mescalero Apache Gab~ Ceremonial.
July 4-Jicarilla Apache Feast.
July 14-Cochiti feast day with the Corn Dance.
July 25-26-Taos Corn Dance.
July 25-Ceremonies at Santa Ana, Acoma, Laguna, Cochiti and
Taos.
July 26-Corn Dances at Santa Ana, Taos and Acoma.
August 2-Bull Dance at Jemez Pueblo.
August 4-Santo Domingo feast day and Corn Dance.
August 10--:-Ceremonies at Laguna, Acomita, and Picuris Pueblo.

CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 2.55~
tfn

8736.

prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Call26S-'.444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd.NE. tfn
DO YOU KNOW Rick Lopez?· 3/3
NONSMOKERSJ:::LUBl897-0l31, 4/6

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate
ACROSS

l

Lovington Drive-ins:
Small Town Portrait
By Tim Gallagher
LOVINGTON-Four high
school baseball players and their
portly coach rolled into the Wildcat
Drive-In in a 1975 silver and
maroon Monte Carlo.
The locals. oerhaos .awed bv the_
sight of a vehicle with a back seat,
stared
in
silence.
The
Albuquerqueans in the fourwheeler .minus mud flaps punched
the button on the top of the plastic
Wildcat's head.
"Kin I help y'all," droned a
mechanical voice from inside the
Wildcat's wide-open jaws. The five
placed their order and waited while
the locals walked around the car
inspecting it as a group of monkeys
might look at a bright orange ball.
Finally, one of the locals sidled
up to the driver's door with as
much bravado as Henry Fonda in
"My Darling Clementine.'' He
looked like a cow chewing its cud as
he moved his jaw in circular fashion
chewing tobacco. From underneath
the John Deere hat spewed a long
stream of brown juice. He stared
for a long time and finally drawled,
"Buttholes."
That was my first, and hopefully
last, visit to Lovington, N.M. I
went there with my high school
baseball team to play in the district
playoffs or something like that. We
lost two games and I've long since
forgotten the scores, but they're not
important anymore. I can
remember sacrificing sleep in a
cheap motel to stay up half the
night and scream obscenities
through the vents at my teammates.
It's a small place and has small-

Fa~hion

town values like so many towns in
southern New Mexico. The town is
divided socially and physically by
railroad tracks that run through the
center of town. I recall the only
black on Lovington's team sat at
the end of the .l,lench _and the.cheers
from the stands died noticeably
when he came to bat. ·
They had a kid named Speedy
Faith and it was no wonder why.
He hit a one-hop line drive down
the left field line and was on second
by the time I caught the ball.
About half the town showed up
for the games and someone told us
they declared a half-day holiday
whenever any of the high school
teams got into a playoff. Not the
umpire, though-that guy ran the
Fina station. He umpired the game
wearing his Fina shirt under the
chest protector and started calling
everything a strike about 5 p.m.
because the station closed at 6 and
he had to be there.
There wasn't much to do in
Lovington and the night before the
game we had a choice of driving
down to Hobbs with the coach or
walking over to the local bowling
alley. Remembering what excitement bowling alleys brought on,
I opted for the Hobbs trip.
I guess Lovington is one of those
places you pass through on the-way
to some place else. But I can't say
there isn't any good there. the
owners of the Wildcat drive-in sent
us over a half-dozen pitchers of
lemonade before the game. I
couldn't drink it, though, because
that guy in the John Deere hat kept
spitting near our bench.
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1 Nautical
slick
5 Thin c ircular plates
10 Strike with
the hand
14 Skin prob- .
Iem
1 5 Hole--···
16 Arizona native
17 Dance of the
'20s
19 Bakery
equipment"
item
20 Kind of
music
lover: Slang
21 Annual
Calgary
event
23 Greek resistance group
25 Cause to
desist
26 Family
members
30Began a
session
34 Remove im·
purities
35 Laugh
loudly
37 Was conveyed by
auto
38 Mig. paymt.
component
39Goback .
42 ---Tin Tin:
Movie dog
star

Wednesday's Puzzle Solved:

43 "You don' I
sayl"
45 "----got''
46 Irritable
48 Cancel
50 Beyond saving
52 Involuntary
contractions
54 Pretext
55 Musical in·
tervals
59 Musician
63 Shield of
Zeus
64 Vandyke
9 Law-makers
10 Bargain
brown: 2
words
seeker
66 Ontario
1 1 Affection
community 1 2 Copied
67 In plain view 1 3 Tar source
68 Response
18 Stocking
request:
defect
Abbr.
22 Loosely
69 Bills
tangled
70 Salamanders
mass
71 Water bod· 24 Suiting
ies
26 Showea
grief
DOWN
27 Depend
.
't 28 Among
I Ve Iocr_1y unr
other per2 Feel prty
sons: Abbr.
3 Close with a 29 •••••
click
· America
4 Male ~awks 31 Of old Scans Calorie
dina via
watcher
32 Supervises
6 Insurance:
a newspaAbbr.
per
7 Heavy
33 Apostle to
drinkers
the Gauls:
8 Speed units
Var.

DUTCH, MY HUMBLIEST APOLOGIES to the
humbllest person 1 know, Hum-bility goes hand in
hand with no-ability. Lennie, 3/3
LAST CHANCEl Spring '77 .textbooks will be"

returned to publishers beginning March 7, UNM
Bookstore. 3/4
$100.00 REWARD for return of white styrofoam ic~
chest containing film. No questions asked. 265·
2397, 3/3
A LIMITED number of back issues of the LOBO are
available for _10 cents a copy Jn room 131, Marron
Hall, TFN
. IF YOU'RE BLONDE & were at Lobo game,
2/26/77; wearing maroon jacket, brown pants, tan
.sweater & boots, W/two friends; p(ease call Joseph
Alan,·266-7l05, after 4;30 p.m. 3/7

Lost & Found
·FOUND: SMALL PURSE near -Yale & Cel)tral.
De.::cribe& claim ifl rm. 131, Mairon Hall. 3/7

Silver & turquoise band in
Zimmerman Library restroom, Friday 2/25, Reward.
Mike, 277-4669. 3/8

36 Author of fa'
bles
40 Negatively
charged
particle
41Guidesavehicle
44 Despises
47 Jubilant
people
49 ••• Pan Alley
51 Sets firmly
in position
53 Push
55 Kind of lily
56 Boxing's
Eddie---·
57 Miserably
poor
58 Small duck
60 ----dixit:
Oictum
61 Hindu deity
62 Military
bugle call
65 Wile

HELP: LOST GLASSES. Racedriver plastic frames,
clear brown, white, Orange-ish cloth case. Beth,
Anne, 266-8893. 3/9

Services
LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call
Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc, 8425200. tfn
CUSTOM SEWING: Fashion or domestic. Done
with skill and imagination. 898-5977, 3/ll
DARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
S.E., 265·0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo,
amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. JOo/o
discount for students with !D's. Quick service. Used .
TV's for sale. 3/11 '
TYPING, 1ST QUALITY, 883~7787. 4/6
1-TYPING, EDITING. Call Kim, 266·9037. 3/4
TYPING: M.A. ENGLISH. Sclec:trlc, on-campus.

296-8564. 3/31
BABYSITIING BY GRANDMOTHER w/North
Valley home; fenced lawn, swings, quiet dead-end.

345-2964. 3/7
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST, IBM Selectric.
Guaranteed accuracy, Reasonable rates, 298·

7147. 3/7
EXPERT TYPING, 266--4.567. 3/8
MASSAGE WORKSHOP for beginners, Sunday,
March 6, $10.00. Cali344·.S3.S2,34S-.Sl 14.

Fot So.le
NI:!W ~H!PMi!NT of

ALBERT SCHWARTZ • I MAE J ROSENTHAL
PRESENT
A FILM BY JEAN CHARLES TACCHELLA
STARRING MARIE CHRISTINE BARRAULT • VlCTOR LANOUX • MARIE FI~ANCE PISIER
GUY MARCHAND Gaumonr-Frlm• Pamereu • Narthal Frlm orst Lid

lit)a>

Tonight At
7:55 9:45

265-9860
Rideline
Open 12·6

296-5288
6·12

107 Girard SE, Suite L

MAKINO SUMMER TRAVEL PLANS? Check on
the four spectacular University of Albuquerque tour,s.
Reasonably priced, academic credit available. /II: The
London Excur,sion, June 15-June 28, #2: A sample of
South America, June 17~July 2. /13: Spain, past &
present, July 3-July 17. /14: Intriguing Tokyo, July
26-August 9. Write or call; W. Lee, University of
Albuquerquc,831-llll. 3(3
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HOUSEMATE WANTED, I Vl miles from campus,

(')

::r
. w

$89,00/f!IO, Your room has fir!!'place. 256-1285,2772907. 3/3

RESPONSI1,3LE PERSON NEEDED to room with 2
others in large 4-bedroom Qouse on N.E. Montclaire.
$83.50 & utilities. Call883-4308. 3/3
GAY APTS. FOR RENT, Have 2-bcdrooms, also I·
bedrooms. Couples welcome. Caii25S-2186. 3/4
WANTED: Quiet, serious, female student to share 2bedroom apartment. Call266·2287. 3/4
BEST ONE BEDROOM furnished apartments, One
block to UNM. $150.00·$180.00, bills paid; Adulls,
no pets. 255·2685. 201~20~ Columbia S.E. 3i4
306 Stanford ·s.E. Share house, $105.00/mo. 266·

3911. 317
'FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share .2·
bedroom house w/unoppressive man, $100.00/mo.
inc. utilities, 265-3854, Steve, 3/8
WANTED: GARAGE~-265-2425. 3/8
SUMMER SUBLET~ 5-bedroom house on campus
with fall option. 612 Univ. N.E., $350,00, plus
utilities. 247-487.5. 3/9
ROOMS ON CAMPUS: 612 Univ. N.E. $85,00 plus
utilities. 247-4875, 3/9

I
I

·"Varsity
Barber Shop

J

Central & Richmond
Long Haircuts $4.50
Styling $7.00

j

'

I
I

J

I

266-4111
Rober_t Gill
Hours - Tuesday thr~.
Saturday, 8:30 to 5:30

I
I

Employment
PART-TIME JOB; Sales, flexible hours, good pay.
Call: Phil Franczyk, C.L.U. 292-2830. 3/8 .

BABYSliTER NEEDED: days & evenings, near
University, Page, 265-3304, 3/9

CHILD CARE DURING APS BREAK
April4--8 8:00 a.m.--5: 00 p·.m.
$15. 00 for the week
for children grades 1--4
For More Information
Contact 277-5528 (Dorothy Davidson)

Cmnc--Flrst Serve
I

in the

I

SOUTH PACIFIC
Budget Trips,
Village Stays,
Seethe real
SOUTH PACIFIC!
Free Catalogue:
Good Travel Tours
Department NM
5332 College Avenue
Oakland. CA 94618

Painter Pants
Classified
Advertising

•• lllental

265·6830
.I.T.C.
Open 12·6

Tro.vel

For Rent

Firat
150 Bertin bicycles-plus,

many French accessories. Some Used bicycles. R.C.
Hallett's, 843·9378. tfn
20 PORTABLE TV's: S30,00 to $60.00. 441
Wyoming NE, 255-5987. 3124
DUE TO DIVORCE: Kirby vacuum cleaner. New
warranty. 1977 mod~!. Takeover paymemsof$7.37 a
month. 25.5·7534. 317
REPOSSESSED: Late model belt drive and direct
drive turntable. Also Sansui, Kenwood and Fischer
receivers. Assume payments of $7,87 a month. For
information call255-7535. 317
SINGER MACHINE: sewing machine, nol claimed.
Equipped to buttonhole, zig-zag, Pat $19.00 & take
machine. 255-7.534. 317
UNCLAIMED LAYAWAY: brand new color TV,
big screen. Assume payments, $7.00 per month. New
guarantee. 255-7535, 317
NIKON f2, 5250.00. Ca11243-071l, 3/3
RALEIGH 3-SPEED, brand new, $75.00. Call 243·
0711. 3/3
1969 AUSTIN AMERICA: super MPG, only
$.350.00. 881·39.32. 3/3
SUZUKI 250: great for street & dirt, '71. $350.00,
Jeff, 277·4171, (negotiate). 3/3
1975 VJ:TON CHEVY VAN: 3-specd, FM stereo, 8·
track, power steering, hitch, 36,000 mi. Call268·2l00 ·
now. 3/3 .
ACOUSTIC 150-105 GUITAR alitp!ilicr, $600.00.
Lifetimewarrantv. 247-3574. 317

<'Co~t·

• Charter Flights
• Eurail Passes
• Long Distance
Rides

313

SHERWOOD 7210 stereo receiver. Excellent con·
dition, perfect mid-priced stereo, 898-88$6,
eves. 3/7
NEW PA.NASONIC AM·FM sterep record player,
298·3663, after$ p.m. 3/7
'73 Cadillac Eldorado_. $6,_oo0.oo. '74 Plymouth
Satellite, $2,300.00. '75 Ford Granada,.$3,800.00, '69
Ford van, $700.00. '73 Mercedes, $14,000.00. '74
Mercedes, $16,000.00, '74 Cadillac Eldorado,
$6,250,00. Two '74 Honda motorcycles, $1,000,00
for both. Citizens Bank, 298-8777. 3/7

OVERSEAS 'JOBS-summer/year-round, Etirope,
S. America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, $SOO,OQ·
$1200,00 monthly. Expenses paid, siShtseeing, Free
inform.· Write! Interna~!onal Job Cemer, Dept, NO,
Box 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704. 3/25

School of Applie_d
Social Sciences

Marron Hall
RoomJ05

Case Western
Reserve University

Open 8.30 a.m to 4:30 p.m. The deadline for
the next day's paper Is 3:00 p.m. Classified
advertising is not ta!<en by telephone. Please
bring your ads to Marron Hall Room 105, or
mail them_ to: Classified Advertising, UNM Box20
'lniversity of N.M .. Alb .. N.M. 87131

Cleveland Ohio
Will be on campus to interview
students interested in a
Masters Program in Social Work
Friday, March 4,1:00 ·4:00p.m.

Natural 1050

Blue 1250

GEHERAL
STD·RE
111 lfarvard SE • 8117 Menaul NE
Monday -Saturday, 10;..9-• Sunday 12-6

Career Services, Mesa Vist.!\ South, Room 2131.
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Mail

the

·Campus

· For $10.00 a year the New Mexico Daily Lobo wiil he
mailed every day of the academic year and weekly
during the summer session anywhere in the United
States. It is easier than writing to tell the home. folks
what's g.oing on around the campus~ Or ma~ yourself
-a copy. That's convenience! You're sure to get a Lobo
every day.
Mail your $10.()0 to:
Daily Lobo
UNMBox20,
Univ. of N.M.
Albuquerque, N .M. 87131
Or come by
Marron Hall

RQoml31

•i
I

